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Free Essays from Bartleby | Women of Hamlet Women are a very important part of this world although they are
sometimes not portrayed that way. One would.

The population had two classes - the upper class and the lower class. Chapter 6. Both share similar themes yet
go about them very differently to one another. She embodies the feminine eternity. Iago, with his devilish
plans and Othello, with his uncontrollable jealousy represent the evil in the play while the women reflect the
goodness and sanity. The purpose of education is not, at least primarily or overtly, to give women a voice and
power for self-definition; the track of womanhood offered through these Shakespeare tales is girl to teacher of
children or apprentice mother to mother. She pities him because of his tragic life and respects him for his
endurance for pain. Shakespeare presents Desdemona, Emilia , and Bianca as women in the Elizabethan time
where they were judged based on their class, mortality, and intelligence Cordelia, though, is a tragic character,
for her kindness and her staying on the boundaries of the social norms of the Elisabethan age, ironically turned
out to be her tragic downfall. The plot, characterization, dialogues, the use of metaphors and symbolic tone
and the supernatural element found in many plays. Women in Shakespearean plays have always had important
roles, sometimes even the leading role. Gertrude and Ophelia are manipulated and belittled In this specific
play, Portia who is Julius Caesar's wife kills herself by swallowing hot coals However, also throughout the
ages, women have been separated from society and seen as a lesser being and not being granted the same
rights and equality as men. During the time of Shakespeare women lived in a male dominated society. Women
were seen as the weaker sex, and were not allowed to do half the things men could like working, voting, or
even acting on stage. There are only two female characters in the play Hamlet - Gertrude, Hamlet's mother and
Ophelia, daughter of Polonius. Society placed stigmas and restrictions on women, preventing them from rising
to the top and receiving the credit that they truly deserved. He asks his servant to do it but as a refusal, he is
therefore obliged to stab himself. He complicates but also enriches our idea of what a woman is. In one of his
most famous works, Hamlet, Shakespeare portrays the women in the play as being weak, dependent and
subordinate to men. In this body of work, associate professor at the University of Portland, Amy Greenstadt
presents a compelling argument exploring William Shakespeare's precise use of words in his poem "The Rape
of Lucrece. Together with her husband, she seems to have been built after a devilish pattern. By examining
their multi-faceted personalities, and some of their unorthodox actions, we find prominent motifs that suggest
that Shakespeare might have been more liberal in his views of women. Women in the Elizabethan society and
in Shakespeare society were not seen as equal to men and were expected to be loyal to their husbands, be
respectful, and to not go against their husbands judgements or actions. Shakespeare was increasingly
appropriated around this time to provide models for womanhood. She is extremely beautiful, intelligent and
she has never been touched or even seen by another male. These women are similar because they are treated
like they are lower then the men in their days. Women have had to struggle for the rights they have today,
even if some of us may still question if women really do have the same rights as a man. For instance, the
tragedy of Othello is unlike many other Shakespearean plays, in that the leading female characters are wiser
and more rational than the main male characters. His views about his mistress can relate to how present day
men look at their significant other. What catches his imagination is the young woman of a different kind.
Women in his society were seen as inferior to the men. Restoration theater brought women actresses onto the
stage for the first time â€” a woman played Desdemona for the first time in â€” but it also brought changes in
how women were presented on stage. Get your price writers online In Shakespearean plays, women have
always played important roles.


